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Two tales from the USA this time, plus a few odds and ends and some poignant, seasonal
WW2 correspondence.

Kiplings in the NY ‘Tombs’.
‘The Tombs’ was the colloquial name for the 1838 Halls of Justice and House of Detention in
Manhattan. It is still applied today to its modern replacement.

The first Kipling to be imprisoned there was Frank Kipling, the son of Richard Kipling, a
successful jewellery importer. Richard, of the ‘Dean’ Kipling family group, had come to New
York in 1837 and was followed by his younger brother Henry (see kipling.onename.net/Stockings.pdf).

22 Apr 1846 New York Daily Herald

Frank, aged 22, who in the 1870 census was living in New Jersey with his father and
described his occupation as ‘lapidary’, had been arrested on suspicioan of the murder of a
wealthy stockbroker, Benjamin Nathan, who had been battered to death in his Manhattan
mansion. Frank was reported as having been boasting in a bar of being present at the
murder. The hotel-keeper searched his room and claimed that he had found recentlywashed clothes with the traces of blood still remaining.
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New York Times 27 September 1870

At the trial, witnesses from Pennsylvania never appeared with the clothes and Frank stated
that he had merely discussed with them what he had read in the newspapers. He said that
they had concocted a story to frame him and claim the substantial reward. He said that he
was in Pennsylvania as he had just walked out on his wife following an argument and had
wanted to start a new life. His brothers and two servants gave evidence that he was at the
family home in New Jersey at the time of the murder. He was released.
The murderer was never found, although suspicion fell on both the son of Nathan’s
housekeeper and on one of Nathan’s own sons.
The second Kipling in the Tombs was lawyer Henry L. Kipling, who was arrested in 1882 on
charges of embezzlement.

Buffalo Morning Express Dec 1882

He was bailed and fled to Kansas with a young female client, abandoning his wife Ida. He
died in 1889 and is buried in Brooklyn. He was the son of Henry Kipling the jeweller
mentioned earlier.

A Kipling in Arlington.
In complete contrast, a grandson of the above Richard Kipling, Major Arthur Wellesley
Kipling, was honoured by burial in Arlington Cemetery following a distinguished military
career. Born in 1888, Arthur later lived in Paris. In 1911, he was working for Westinghouse,
when he applied at the embassy for a US passport in 1911 to travel to Russia on business.
The same year he married Muriel Skerrett-Rogers in Paris.
Whilst there, he wrote two fictional books about future wars involving air power: The New
Dominion: A Tale of Tomorrow's War (1908) and The Shadow of Glory: A History of
the Great War 1910-1911 (1910). American newspapers included an extract from the
latter on its publication, presciently describing a war in the air.
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The Courier-Journal Louisville, Kentucky 28 May 1910

In the First World War, he served as captain in the American ambulance corps. Initially this
was a voluntary body assisting the French Army.

Chattanooga Daily Times, 27 Dec 1914

Bridgeport Times and Evening Farner. 17 April 1915

The Sun (New York). 6 June 1915
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Arthur was honoured by the French for his work, as was his wife Muriel for her work as a
nurse.

Boston Globe 23 Dec 1916

Buffalo Evening News. 12 March 1915

The Ambulance Corp became part of the US Army when it entered the war in 1917. He was
promoted to Major in 1919.

Arthur was awarded the French Legion d’Honneur and also awards from Montenegro and
Serbia.
In 1921, he again applied for a passport (when temporarily in New York) stating that he had
been in France since 1900. He mentioned that his wife had been born in Ireland and that he
was Adjutant in the Finance Department of the American Legion in Paris (which he had been
involved in foundiing in 1919).
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He remained active in the Legion for many years, as did Muriel.

The Greenwood Commonwealth.
30 Aug 1927

Corsicana Daily Sun31 Aug 1927

In October 1940, Arthur and Muriel returned to the USA on the SS Excambion from Lisbon,
Paris having fallen to the Nazis that June.

Arthur died in New York in 1947 and was buried in Arlington National Cemetery in Virginia,
as later was Muriel.

(Photo thank to Anne Cady)
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A 19th century Trade card
A trade card issued by Martha Kipling survives in a collection at the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
Martha, also of the ‘Dean’ group, was the widow of hosier Thomas Kipling, who continued to
run the business after his death; see http://kipling.one-name.net/Stockings.pdf

http://zegami.molbiol.ox.ac.uk/collections/BodleianTradeCards/

Two Kipling books
There are two books in the library at Wimpole Hall near Cambridge, the home of Rudyard
Kipling’s daughter Elsie Bambridge until she gave it to the National Trust on her death in
1977. Both have inscriptions “Iohn Kipling” (the I being interchangeable for a J at the time),
one with the additional date 1779.

They were originally gifts to Rudyard - but who originally owned them?
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It’s possible that they belonged to one of the Rev. John Kiplings mentioned in
http://kipling.one-name.net/Vicarious%20Kiplings.pdf or possibly the John Kipling who was
Clerk of the Rolls http://kipling.one-name.net/Newhouses%20Kiplings%20in%20London.pdf,
any of whom would have been able to read the latter book in its original Latin.

A tragic wartime Christmas
Following last edition’s mention of a future series of articles to commemorate the 80th
anniversary of Kipling deaths in World War Two, Janet Kipling was quick to respond about
the death of her uncle, sailor Jack Kipling, who died in a tragic drowning accident in
December 1943.

This will be covered in full in notes on all 1943 deaths, but the final sentence in what proved
to be his last letter home struck me as particularly poignant ath thie time of year

I have also failed so far to identify any American Kiplings who perished in this war. If any US
readers of this newsletter know of relatives who did, please could they let me know.
With best wishes for a much better festive season than poor Jack’s family.

Mike
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